Exact location of signage/wayfinding
is dependant on access/egress
locations from the station, - to be
confirmed as part of the station site
design
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Investigate potential for
opening up the edge of
the park to allow for
more permeability and
interconnection between
the park and public realm
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Proposed railway station site
Existing railway
Southgate - existing High Street
Landscape Design Proposals
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High Intervention Routes
Routes to be upgraded to include
wayfinding features; wider pedestrian
footpaths where required; build-outs with
avenue tree planting and appropriate green
infrastructure
Medium Intervention Routes
Routes to be upgraded to include
wayfinding features; wider pedestrian
footpaths where required; build-outs with
avenue tree planting and appropriate
green infrastructure along a proportion of
the route as appropriate
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Wayfinding and small scale interventions
along the route
Key locations for signage, fingerposts
and/or public art to provide wayfinding for
pedestrians/cyclists

Investigate potential for
opening up the connection
between the park and
adjacent River Calder

Location of public realm art and/or light
installation at flyover and bridge
underpasses
Location of potential new bridge crossing

Investigate potential for
wider improvements to
Riverside Park in
connection with the public
realm improvements

Additional Landscape Interventions
Key locations for public realm enhancement
including incorporation of art installation
where appropriate
Upgrade to existing park. Bridge proposals
to tie in with park upgrade with a potential
amphitheatre effect incorporated into the
park/bridge design. Upgrade to existing
information play features and planting
Investigate potential for vegetation
clearance to create permeability and
visual/physical connections into the park
and towards the River
Additional routes of signficance
Proposed high quality dedicated route
through new station site for pedestrians
and cyclists linking to wider network of
rotues - approximate alignment
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